SIMPLY CHIC
A shingle-clad home in Quogue gets in touch with its minimalist leanings
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Panel Lair
In the den (this page), a Mike Mabes photograph hangs above a DDC sofa upholstered in Holland & Sherry’s Saranac in Dove Gray; the carpet is from Stark. The living area (opposite) is furnished with a Molteni&C sectional, Suite NY’s Friday chairs, and Cobra floor lamps from Horne. See Resources.
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From the exterior, the house fits right in with the other traditional shingle-clad residences that line the majority of Quogue’s leafy streets. But appearances can be deceiving. Inside, an elegantly streamlined world awaits, a chic gray set piece made up of plaster, marble, and glass. Not everyone can pull off such a cutting-edge interior inside a trad shell, but the project’s designers, Maureen McDermott and Tina Ramchandani, trained under less-is-more master Vicente Wolf, so they were well suited for the task.

Each designer worked five years at Wolf’s firm, four of them overlapping, during which they formed a close friendship, often bouncing ideas off each other. “Tina sat in front of me at an old drafting desk,” recalls McDermott. “I’d constantly bug her, and eventually we became inseparable.” Adds Ramchandani, “Maureen was my work...
Guests’ Welcome
In a guest bedroom (opposite), a Tolomeo sconce from Artemide illuminates a Crate & Barrel desk. (opposite clockwise from top) A side table from Serena & Lily and a woven cotton chair from Suite NY create a corner of a guest bedroom. In another guest room, a Phillip Jeffries grasscloth covers the walls; the roman shades are fabricated in Mark Alexander’s Town Harbour. In a powder room, a Room & Board mirror amplifies a Printmaker’s vanity and a pair of sconces, all from RH. See Resources.

"THE SCOPE OF THIS PROJECT MADE IT LOGICAL TO HAVE A PARTNER. IT COULD HAVE BEEN TOO MUCH FOR JUST ONE PERSON"
The designers dug in, both sharing every task, from sourcing and purchasing furniture to drafting construction drawings and bookkeeping. “There was no conversation about who was going to do what,” says Ramchandani, because they were trained the same way and knew what had to be done.”

Before even getting to the decor stage, the team made architectural changes to the interior, such as transforming the master bath into a spa-like retreat, featuring a marble-swathed tub room with an expansive open shower and sauna behind a glass wall. They also customized the kitchen, adding a ceiling-height marble backsplash and a stainless-steel waterfall island. The clients were adamant about keeping the color palette predominantly gray, with few exceptions. To accommodate the request, the designers played off subtle variations in the shade to introduce other colors, such as icy blues and creamy whites, and layered the hue in various textured fabrics, floor coverings, and...
wall paint. Even the wood floors received a custom hand-applied gray stain, a challenging feat that took six months to achieve. “It was difficult to find the right formula and replicate it throughout such a large home,” says McDermott. “We wanted the warmth of the wood to come through and didn’t want it to appear painted.”

Metal accents, in the form of lighting and chair frames, and weathered woods were carefully curated to add contrast to the gray scheme and, Ramchandani says, “keep the space from seeming monochromatic.” For instance, a 12-person reclaimed-wood dining table, fabricated by Joe Fisher of Sag Harbor’s Fishers Home Furnishings, has been paired with armchairs upholstered in a gray vinyl from Kravet.

Not that the team shied away from giving their clients the “Manhattan feel” that was part of the design directive: McDermott and Ramchandani worked with materials popular in urban environments, like the aforementioned stainless steel and glass. Additionally, a wall of lime plaster in the living area gives the illusion of concrete, as does a faux-concrete wallpaper in the powder room.

But even though industrial influences are prevalent, the house never feels out of context. Placing arrangements of comfortable, low-lying seating are scattered throughout the first floor and offer unobstructed views of the lush backyard and pool. And off the kitchen, a covered dining area allows for alfresco meals.

The project took nearly two years to complete, but the designers were in no rush to say goodbye to it—which most decorators would argue is not always the case. “It didn’t feel like work,” reflects Ramchandani. “It felt like hanging out with your friend and creating a beautiful home.”